We design lter banks that are best matched to input signal statistics in M-channel subband coders, using a rate{distortion criterion. Recent research has shown that unconstrained{ length paraunitary lter banks optimized under various energy compaction criteria are principalcomponent lter banks and satisfy two fundamental properties: total decorrelation and spectral majorization. We present several fundamental new results. Firstly, we prove that the two properties above are not speci c to the paraunitary case, but are also satis ed for a much broader class of design constraints. Secondly, we prove that optimal perfect{reconstruction lter banks are in the form of the cascade of principal{component lter banks and a bank of pre{ and post{conditioning lters. The proof uses variational techniques and is applicable to a variety of constrained design problems. Thirdly, our results apply to a broad class of rate{distortion criteria, including the conventional coding gain criterion as a special case. Fourthly, we derive analytical expressions for optimal IIR and FIR biorthogonal lter banks by application of the properties above. In the IIR biorthogonal case, our analysis demonstrates the correctness of a recent conjecture by several researchers. The performance loss due to FIR constraints is quanti ed theoretically and experimentally.
Introduction
We consider subband coders that use uniform scalar quantizers in each channel, see Fig. 1 . The problem of interest here is to design the lters so as to optimize rate{distortion performance. The distortion measure used is mean{squared reconstruction error. In practical applications, the choice of lter banks is subject to speci c design constraints such as perfect reconstruction (PR), orthogonality, and/or linear phase. Design of lter banks adapted to input signal statistics has been a very active research topic in the last few years. Performance is measured using an objective criterion such as the theoretical coding gain, which under various assumptions determines the rate{ distortion performance of the coder. This paper examines two basic questions related to this work. First, do there exist fundamental properties of the optimal lters that are independent of the speci cs of the prescribed class of lters and the optimization criterion? Second, given a statistical model for the input signal, what are the optimal lters in various classes of interest? The rst question has not yet been explored in the literature. Some results pertaining to the second issue are available, and are reviewed below.
The optimization problems involved are challenging, due to the nonlinear nature of the constraints ( lter{class constraints). This is particularly true of problems that involve constrained{ length lters. See 1]| 6] for optimization of two{channel, Quadrature{Mirror{Filter (QMF) banks under the coding gain criterion, 7] for optimization of M{channel paraunitary lter banks under an energy compaction criterion, 8] for optimization of QMF banks under a general rate{distortion criterion, and 9] for optimization of two{channel biorthogonal lter banks under the coding gain criterion again. The analysis is greatly simpli ed when the length of the lters used is unconstrained. In this case, the optimal lters take a simpler form. For PR paraunitary lter banks, the solutions are principal{component lter banks (typically multiband brickwall lters) 10]| 12]. These lter banks satisfy two fundamental properties: total decorrelation and spectral majorization 13] . For IIR biorthogonal lter banks, it has been assumed that the optimal lter bank is the cascade of a principal{component lter bank and a set of half{whitening lters applied to the signal in each individual channel 14, 15] 1 .
In this paper, we rst show that the total decorrelation and spectral majorization properties are not speci c to the paraunitary case, but hold for a broad class of optimization problems, including 1 A proof of this result is presented in 16 the IIR biorthogonal case above. This is done in Sec. 2. The results hold under some conditions on the class of lters and the rate{distortion criterion used. We then apply these fundamental properties to speci c designs. We begin by proving, in Sec. 3 , that the IIR biorthogonal lter bank design in 14, 15] is optimal. However, this result is of limited value if FIR implementations are sought, because the IIR design does not give the asymptotic limit of the performance of optimal FIR designs, as lter length tends to in nity. This limit can be obtained by forcing an additional constraint on the analysis polyphase matrix, and we solve the resulting constrained optimization problem in Sec. 4 . While all of our results apply to the case of unconstrained{length lters, the results provide real insights into constrained{length designs, as illustrated by examples given in Sec. 4 and by the sensitivity analysis in Sec. 5. In Sec. 6, we mention elementary extensions of the results to nonoptimal bit allocations, to nonstationary processes, and to frequency{weighted distortion measures. Conclusions are presented in Sec. 7. Basic Model for Signal and Quantization Noise. The input x(n) to the subband coder is assumed to be real{valued and wide{sense stationary with zero mean and spectral density S(f). Throughout, we assume that S(f) is bounded away from zero 2 . The total bit budget is R bits per sample, to be allocated to the quantizers in each channel. Quantizer : (1. 3)
The classical formulation of the signal{adapted lter design problem consists of minimizing the product in the right{hand side, which does not involve bit rate. The classical coding gain is equal to 2 x , the input signal variance, divided by the term ( ) 1=M in (1.3). In the following, we shall refer to (1.3) as the coding gain criterion.
Returning to the general case, we write the criterion (1. The PR conditions take the formH (f)H(f) = e ?j2 fD I M (1.6) where D is a delay, and I M is the M M identity matrix.
In many problems of interest, the lters are subject to additional structural constraints such as IIR, FIR, and/or linear phase. In other problems, the PR conditions may even be relaxed. For transparency, we denote the lter constraints as (H;H) 2 F, where F is an appropriate class of lters. Likewise, we let R 2 R denote the bit budget constraint 1 M P M?1 i=0 R i = R. As we shall see, there are several fundamental properties of optimal lter banks, such as total decorrelation and spectral majorization, which hold under rather mild assumptions on F and are independent of the speci cs of F. So we formally state our design criterion as:
Minimize (1.5) subject to the lter constraint (H;H) 2 F and the bit budget constraint R 2 R.
The cost function (1.5) is a quadratic functional in H andH and is convex in R. The set R is convex. The primary di culty resides in the generally nonconvex nature of the constraint set F. The analysis polyphase matrix is the matrix of ordered eigenvectors of S x (f).
The lter bank below meets the requirements for principal{component lter banks. Let the lters in channel i be brickwall lters with support set i de ned as follows. The interval ?0:5; 0:5] is partitioned into M sets f i ; 0 i < Mg such that f 2 i ) S(f) is the (i + 1){th largest value in the set fS(f + m=M); 0 m < Mg. Ties are broken in such a way that f 2 i ) f + m=M = 2 i ; m 6 = i. Each set i has Lebesgue measure 1=M. Because i is in general a union of intervals, the optimal lters are multiband. In special cases of interest, e.g., monotonically decreasing spectra, the optimal lters are the traditional ideal bandpass lters.
The brickwall{ lter condition is not always necessary. For instance, if the input x(n) is white noise, any paraunitary analysis lter bank will satisfy the optimality condition. There are many other singular cases where the solution is nonunique. But even in such cases, there always exists a brickwall{type solution.
The total decorrelation and spectral majorization properties are known to be necessary and su cient for optimality in two important design problems:
1. Design of lter banks that minimize the mean{squared error for a reconstruction of the input signal from a limited number of channels 12].
2. Design of paraunitary lter banks that maximize the coding gain 13].
Optimal Paraunitary Filter Banks. In order to prove that total decorrelation is necessary for coding gain optimization, one starts from any lter bank that violates the total{decorrelation condition and performs an elementary operation on two correlated channels which is shown to increase the coding gain 13]. Spectral majorization is proven in a similar fashion, using frequencydependent permutation matrices. The magnitude response of the brickwall{type lters that maximize the coding gain for paraunitary systems is given by 11, 13] jH i (f)j = p MI i (f); 0 i < M; :
We shall soon show that the structure in Fig. 3 is indeed optimal, not only for the biorthogonal case and the coding gain criterion (1.3), but also for a whole family of constrained design problems and optimization criteria.
Main Results
In all design problems considered in this paper, several methods can be used to construct optimal lters, including direct optimization of the polyphase matrices, subject to the set constraints (H;H) 2 F. Such analyses can be rather tedious and mask the inherent simplicity of several aspects of the problem. We recommend an alternative approach that is simpler and applicable to a variety of design problems. We rst prove that total decorrelation and spectral majorization are necessary for optimality, and that the optimal lter bank can be implemented using the block{diagram in Fig. 3 . Then we derive analytical expressions for the optimal diagonal lters G i (f) andG i (f), which depend on the choice of F. The latter step involves optimization of a collection of scalar lters. In some cases, such as design of optimal IIR biorthogonal lters, this last step is quite simple.
We now present our basic tools on total decorrelation and spectral majorization. As mentioned earlier, in some applications, PR constraints may be relaxed; for this reason, we decided to investigate fundamental properties of optimal lter banks without imposing PR constraints a priori. Theorem 2.3 shows that total decorrelation is necessary for optimality. One fundamental consequence of this theorem, which holds for PR systems, is indicated in Corollary 2.5: any optimal PR system takes the form pictured in Fig. 3 (but the corollary does not say the paraunitary matrix in Fig. 3 is a principal{component lter bank.) There does not seem to be any particular reason to believe this result should hold for arbitrary, non{PR systems. Next, Lemma 2.6 shows that spectral majorization is necessary for optimality. This result is used in in Theorem 2.7, which shows that for optimal PR systems, the paraunitary matrix in Fig. 3 is necessarily a principal{component lter bank. The results above are applied to speci c classes of lter banks in Secs. 3 and 4.
The critical idea in the proofs is to consider speci c admissible variations of the lters around the optimal solution, from which it can be inferred that total decorrelation and spectral majorization are necessary conditions for optimality. We de ne a core set F 0 of admissible variations (V; V ?1 ) and require that the set F of polyphase matrices (H;H) be closed under multiplication (on both sides) with elements of F 0 :
The core set F 0 is a set of unit{determinant matrices and is formally speci ed in Assumption 2.1 below. This gives a relatively weak set of conditions on the set F under which all our technical results hold. For instance, the following sets F satisfy Assumption 2.1:
the set of all analysis/synthesis (A/S) systems; the set of all PR systems (Sec. 3); the set of all PR systems in which both det H(f) and detH(f) are pure delays (Sec. 4).
We also make frequent use of Assumption 2.2, because stronger claims can be made for PR systems. By assumption, the inverse 1=D(R) of the rate{distortion function is strictly concave. Hence its derivative is strictly monotonic, and the only possible solution to (2.9) is w 0 = w 1 (= w). In this special case, both channels are allocated the same number of bits (R 0 = R 1 ). For convenience, we scale the synthesis lters so that jjh 0 jj 2 = jjh 1 jj 2 , and scale the analysis lters by the inverse factor. These arguments can be applied to each pair of channels, so the statement of the lemma follows. 2
The question now is, does the optimal system take the form pictured in Fig. 3 ? The answer is a rmative for PR systems, as stated in Theorem 2.7 below. Theorem 2.7 (Optimal PR Systems Necessarily Use Principal{Component Filter Banks.) Under Assumptions 2.1 and 2.2, the optimal A/S system is of the form shown in Fig. 3 , where U(f) is a principal{component lter bank.
Proof. As stated in Corollary 2.4, optimal PR systems are the cascade of a paraunitary matrix (with the total decorrelation property) and a bank of diagonal lters. We now show that this paraunitary lter bank is a principal{component lter bank. The proof again uses a variational technique. Consider the cascade of a 2 2 permutation matrix between channels 0 and 1 at the output of U(f). The permutation matrix takes the form given below Assumption 2.2, with = f; f + df]. The inverse permutation matrix is applied before U y (f) at the decoder, so the modi ed A/S system is still in class F. Inclusion of the permutation matrices only modi es the terms 2 0 and 2 1 in the cost function. The variation in E is E = w 1 kh 1 k 2 jG 1 (f)j 2 ? w 0 kh 0 k 2 jG 0 (f)j 2 (S z;00 (f) ? S z;11 (f)) df 0; 8f: (2.15) where S z (f) is the diagonal spectral density matrix for the output of U(f). From Lemma 2.6 applied to PR systems, we also have (using M ii (f) = jG i (f)j 2 = jG i (f)j ?2 ) w 0 kh 0 k 2 jG 0 (f)j 2 w 1 kh 1 k 2 jG 1 (f)j 2 ; 8f: (2.16) If strict inequality holds in (2.16), then from (2.15), we must have S z;00 (f) S z;11 (f) for all f, and U(f) is a principal{component lter bank. If equality holds, we invoke the optimality of w 0 ; w 1 to establish the desired result. Let be the set of frequencies such that w 0 kh 0 k 2 jG 0 (f)j 2 and w 1 kh 1 k 2 jG 1 (f)j 2 and S z;00 (f) < S z;11 (f). Then applying a permutation matrix to all f 2 increases the distortion D 0 (R 0 ) = w 0 2 0 kh 0 k 2 in channel 0 by some amount and decreases the distortion D 1 (R 1 ) in channel 1 by the same amount. Since the distortion{rate functions in each channel are assumed to be strictly convex, this operation increases the rst slope and reduces the second. Since the original slopes were equal by the optimality condition (1.2), the modi ed operating point can no longer be optimal. So the set must have measure zero 3 . These arguments can be applied to each pair of channels, so the statement of the theorem follows. Theorem 3.1 gives the optimal lter bank for high bit{rate scalar quantization, with no constraint other than PR. The fact that this solution is based on principal{component lter banks should be related to the well{known corresponding result for block transforms, where the optimal transform (the KLT) is also obtained from an eigenvector analysis. But unlike the KLT, the optimal subband coding system is in general nonorthogonal. The proof of the theorem proceeds as follows. First, note that the set F of unconstrained{length biorthogonal lter banks satis es Assumptions 2.1 and 2.2. Then use Theorem 2.7 to claim that the optimal lter bank is in the form of Fig. 3 . The nal step of the proof is elementary and consists of deriving expressions for the optimal lters G i (f) andG i (f). .) The result is clearly suboptimal, but this approach is often used if the last channel is expected to be \less important," i.e., in many audio and image coding applications, the last channel is allocated zero bits. (In this case, also note that the high{rate assumption is clearly invalid.)
Given the lters in the rst M ?1 channels, the lters H M?1 (f) andH M?1 (f) may be computed by minimizing (1.5) subject to the constraints (1.6) and (4.2) . This is easily done by application of the Cauchy{Schwartz inequality (as in Theorem 3.1) in the subspace de ned by the linear constraints above.
Optimal Design
The analysis in Sec. 2 can be employed to prove that the optimal A/S system has the structure shown in Fig. 3 . Indeed, the set F of all biorthogonal lter banks with the constraint det H(f) = 1 satis es Assumptions 2.1 and 2.2, so Theorem 2.7 applies directly. The challenging part now is to determine the optimal lters G i (f) in where (f) is such that the constraint (4.4) is satis ed. There is no particular simpli cation of this sytem under optimal bit allocation. The system (4.7) is a highly nonlinear set of equations which we have not been able to solve in closed form. However, P i (f) satis es some useful properties: The proof of these properties is elementary. Note that the biorthogonal case without the determinant constraint (Sec. 3) may be thought of as a special case of the solution (4.7), corresponding to (f) 0. However, this is not a solution to our constrained optimization problem, unless
is a constant. Also note that Property 4 is in contrast with the IIR biorthogonal case, where the optimal lter bank was independent of the optimization criterion.
The Two{Channel Case
In the two{channel case, we are able to eliminate the Lagrange multipliers and derive an explicit characterization of the solution to the nonlinear system (4.7)(4.4). The condition (4.6) evaluated at i = 0 and i = 1 gives two equations for P 0 (f) and P 1 (f) = P ?1 0 (f). We eliminate (f) by While we cannot guarantee convergence of this scheme, we have experimentally observed that the algorithm does converge rapidly to a unique solution which is independent of the initialization, for a variety of AR(1) processes with correlation coe cient r between 0 and 0.95. Fig. 5 displays c 0 and c 1 as a function of r. Fig. 6 shows the frequency response of the optimal lters H 0 (f) and H 1 (f) in the FIR and IIR biorthogonal classes when r = 0:95 (a common image model). The IIR solutions are the half{ whitening lters, and the FIR solutions are consistent with Properties 1|3 in Sec. 4.2. Also shown for comparison is the frequency response of the popular Daubechies' 9/7 biorthogonal lters. Their response is quite di erent from those of the optimal unconstrained{length FIR lters. We are currently developing design methods that better approximate this ideal response for constrained{length lters. As shown in Fig. 7 , the coding gains for optimal paraunitary, FIR, and IIR biorthogonal banks are respectively 5.962 dB, 7.498 dB, and 8.156 dB. The coding gain for Daubechies' 9/7 lters is only 5.916 dB, indicating that the margin for improvement is substantial.
Sensitivity Analysis
We have established analytical expressions for optimal unconstrained{length biorthogonal lter banks. One of the motivations for this study is that the results may help guide practical IIR and The conclusion that sensitivity is greatest at frequencies where signal contents are the largest does not necessarily hold here. However, for decreasing spectra (such as in the AR(1) example), sensitivity does decrease with f.
Further Extensions
The analysis presented in this paper admits a number of useful extensions which should further improve its applicability to real{world signal coding problems. Three of these extensions are outlined below.
Nonoptimal Bit Allocation
If the bit allocation is arbitrary (and not optimal as required throughout this paper), then it is in general not necessary for the lter bank to possess the structure shown in Fig. 3 . The simplest example of this situation occurs when bits are equally allocated between channels, and paraunitary lter banks are used; in this case, all lter banks have the same performance, regardless of signal statistics! However, the solution must be a principal{component lter bank if there is a disparity between channels. The result holds even if the convexity constraints on the rate{distortion functions are relaxed, as shown in the Appendix. Assuming that the structure in Fig. 3 is used 5 , the derivation of optimal diagonal lters in the IIR biorthogonal case yields a similar conclusion: the half{whitening lters remain optimal under arbitrary bit allocations. For FIR biorthogonal lter banks, the conclusion is opposite, as explicitly appears from (4.7). The practical implication is that the problems of optimal lter design and optimal bit allocation to subbands are decoupled in the IIR biorthogonal case, but not in the FIR case.
Nonstationary Processes
The cost function (1.5) also arises in a deterministic formulation of the lter bank design problem, introduced in 7] . Assume that (A1) the input signal x(n) has nite length MP and is replicated by periodic extension, and (A2) the signals before and after decimation in Fig. 1 This formulation of the design problem does not require stationarity assumptions, which are rarely met in practical subband coding applications.
Frequency{Weighted Distortion Measures
In applications to speech, audio or image coding, MSE is not necessarily the appropriate distortion measure to use. In such applications, frequency{weighted distortion measures of the form R W(f)S e (f) df have often been used, where W(f) is a positive weighting function, and S e (f) is the spectral density of the reconstruction error (in the case of nonstationary errors, a de nition of S e (f) similar to that in Sec. 6.2 would be needed.) Fortunately, MSE{optimal designs are still relevant if the input signal x(n) is passed through a pre lter p W(f), and the outputx(n) is passed 5 A reasonable conjecture is that this structure is still optimal under arbitrary bit allocation. through a post lter 1= p W(f) 24 ]. The design problem is then equivalent to design of a lter bank optimally adapted to the pre ltered signal, in the MSE sense.
Conclusion
We have examined several fundamental questions about design of signal{adapted lter banks. Instead of following a traditional approach consisting of designing optimal lters in a prescribed class, under the classical coding gain criterion, we have demonstrated the existence of fundamental properties that transcend the speci cs of these classes and of the optimization criterion used. First, the optimal lter banks do satisfy total decorrelation and spectral majorization properties which were previously only known to apply in the paraunitary case. Second, optimal perfect{reconstruction lter banks have the structure shown in Fig. 3 , using principal{component lter banks. These fundamental properties apply under the assumption that quantization noise sources are white and independent, and under Assumption 2.1, which holds for a rather broad class of unconstrained{ length lter banks. The desired results are established by application of variational techniques.
These properties have been applied to the design of optimal lter banks in two important classes: IIR and FIR biorthogonal lter banks. In the case of IIR biorthogonal lter banks, direct application of these properties validates a recent conjecture by other researchers 14, 15] . The case of FIR biorthogonal lter banks, which involves a determinant constraint on the analysis polyphase matrix, is more di cult. We have presented an analytical characterization of the solution, which relates each lter response to a Lagrange{multiplier vector (f). The response at each frequency is solution to a nonlinear system of equations. Three basic properties of the solution have been presented, and important di erences with the IIR solution have been elucidated. In the case of two{channel lter banks, we have been able to eliminate (f) and give the optimal lters in terms of two constants c 0 and c 1 , which are solutions to a nonlinear system. We have used a fast, simple numerical algorithm to compute these constants. In the IIR case, the optimal lter bank is independent of the rate{distortion criterion used. In the 2{channel FIR case, the functional form of the optimal lter bank is independent of the rate{distortion criterion.
One of the primary motivations for this study was our work on constrained{length designs. A remarkable result is that unconstrained{length designs, which represent the limit of constrained{ length designs, are often very di erent from traditional designs, even for lowpass processes. This is in sharp contrast with the paraunitary case, where the optimal lter banks for such processes are conventional lter banks.
Additional insight into constrained{length signal{adapted designs is provided through sensitivity analyses. Sensitivity of the cost function to departures of the lters from their optimal value is typically high at those frequencies where signal contents are most signi cant. For the AR(1) example considered, Daubechies 9/7 lters greatly di er from the ideal FIR biorthogonal solutions in the vicinity of f = 0, which presumably explains the signi cant performance gap (1.58 dB) relative to the unconstrained{length limit. For paraunitary lters of similar length, the gap between Daubechies' length{8 lters and the unconstrained{length limit is only 0. (PSP y ) ii (f) df; 0 m < M where P is any other paraunitary lter bank. By applying a known result from algebra, we conclude that for any set of distinct, strictly positive numbers fw i g, E(H; R) E(P; R); 8P:
The condition on the numbers fw i g is automatically satis ed if the distortion{rate function D( ) is strictly positive and strictly monotonically decreasing, and the bit allocations R i are mutually distinct. The inequality above implies that H(f) is optimal for the cost function (1.1). 
